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Welcome!
Welcome to Compass: Navigating Multiness.

This April we come together to learn, listen and explore the Multiracial 
experience. During these three days Compass will exist across campus in 
many forms, highlighting not only the typical lectures and discussions found 
in classrooms, but also showcasing movies, art, interactive workshops and 
dialogue. We have planned the schedule to follow an arc of identity exploration 
that first defines, then understands and finally cultivates Multiness. We have 
chosen to focus on relationships because the processes of understanding both 
ourselves and those around us mediate the very interactions that help develop 
these identities. This vision first began with the third renewal of the club Multi in 
the spring of 2015. It is an unprecedented opportunity to delve into the complex, 
multiple, and at times, confusing identities that we are made up of. We chose 
the adjective ‘navigating’ to underscore the nature of identity exploration, its 
nonlinear nature, and the continual process of discovery. Two years ago this 
conference was just a thought in our heads, over the past four semesters we have 
worked tirelessly to bring it into reality, to share this experience with all of you. 
We are thankful from the bottom of hearts to the rest of the Compass team, as 
well as the many departments and mentors who have supported both finances 
and planning to make this event happen. Compass demonstrates Swarthmore’s 
commitment to lifting up Multiness into the larger narratives around race and 
racial identity. We hope that this conference is only a starting point to continue 
to work towards justice, liberation and fosters community within our own Multi 

community on campus and beyond to the Delaware Valley. 

Sincerely,

4

Casey Lu Simon-Plumb

Conference Co-Coordinators

Christopher J. Malafronti
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Compass 
Conference Team

Casey Lu Simon-Plumb ‘18
Casey is a senior at Swarthmore from Western Mass. She became involved 
with the revival of Multi in 2015 after feeling that her Hungarian-Scottish-
Jewish-Chinese adoptee experience didn’t fit conventionally in other 
monoracial groups on campus. Casey is so proud of the Multi community 
that has been built. She hopes to take what she has learned about race to more 
critically analyze healthcare and health disparities. Beyond navigating her 
own complicated identity and what family is to her, Casey spends her time 
dancing tango, reading books and playing board games. She is also a peanut 
butter connoisseur, scarf addict and superb stater of the obvious.

Christopher Malafronti ’18
Chris is a senior at Swarthmore College. He helped to revive Multi in the spring 
of 2015 when he started to realize his own experience couldn’t be understood 
or validated in other monoracial affinity groups. It was then that the dream 
of creating a space for mixed folks took hold. Adopted from Guatemala, Chris 
hopes to shift the narrative of mixedness from a traditional understanding 
(parents of different races) to include other multi(racial) experience (being 
transracially adopted). When he isn’t in a meeting about Compass he can be 
found running, on the stage or listening to his extensive CD collection.

Dakota Gibbs ‘19
Dakota is a junior at Swarthmore college and will be Multi’s 2017-2018 
President. Growing up in rapidly and racially changing environments, as well 
as being a first generation American, Dakota had to navigate his many facets 
of multiness. Being influenced by “his” many cultures and the general lack of 
recognition of his Multi identity, Dakota struggled with where he belonged. He 
finally found his home in Multi. Dakota hopes to bring the Multi identity into 
the mainstream that focuses not only on working through one’s multiness 
but also celebrating it. When not in meetings or doing schoolwork, Dakota 
tends to spend time creating music with his band, Caboose, playing board 
games, dabbing, and making puns… but you’ll soon learn that.
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Sydnie Schwarz ‘20
Sydnie is a Swarthmore sophomore from Raleigh, NC. She joined Multi, SAO 
and Hapa freshman year in an effort to continue finding affinity spaces that 
were so seldom before college. Although she is “half” Chinese she spent 
her middle school and early high school years living with only her younger 
brother, white father and stepmother and attending a private old-money PWI. 
Sydnie is particularly interested in identity conscious education models and 
intends to be a Sociology/ Anthropology major. She plays lacrosse, makes 
cool t-shirts and likes to paint people and letters.

Adero Kauffmann-Okoko ‘21
Adero is a freshman at Swarthmore from Pittsburgh, PA. Growing up in an 
Italian-Bulgarian-Kenyan household, she has been exposed to a multitude 
of cultures and languages, which has made it difficult for her to define her 
own identity. She is excited to explore her identity and learn more about what 
being Multi truly means in such an accepting community that celebrates 
diverse backgrounds. Outside of thinking about identity, she enjoys making 
(and eating) crêpes, watching comedies, and taking naps.

Lamia-Emilie Makkar ‘21
Lamia is a freshman who, as a fourth-culture French-Egyptian--Emirati?-
American? kid, quickly found her spot in the Multi community. Having just 
moved to the United States, Lamia is particularly interested in understanding 
what it means to be multiracial in this context and can’t wait to continue to 
explore this topic with all of you through this weekend’s conference.

Michael Gross ‘21
Michael is a freshman at Swarthmore College, who grew up in Nairobi and 
New York City. As a child of Ethiopian and Austrian parents, he joined Multi 
and the Compass Conference Team as a means of exploring different aspects 
of his identity in an environment that could relate to and understand his 
experiences. He hopes that this conference will allow others to do the same 
and looks forward to meeting you all!

Alyssa Ogle ‘21
Alyssa is a freshman at Swarthmore. With her Indian/Black/White racial 
makeup, she struggled to find individuals in her predominantly white 
environment that could relate to the identity confusion that can arise from 
being multi. However, Swarthmore has provided the perfect remedy for 
such a dilemma. By joining Swarthmore’s multi club, Alyssa has been able 
to connect with other multi individuals who share an understanding of her 
identity issues along with being able to expand her definition of what it means 
to be multi. She hopes that the conference will be able to provide you with the 
same transformative opportunity of learning and connection.



About 

ulti, a club chartered through Swarthmore’s 
Student Government Organization (SGO) and a 
member of the Intercultural Center (IC), aims 
to create a space on Swarthmore’s campus 
for people who self identify with some multi 
heritage, including the multiracial, multiethnic 
and multicultural experience. Multi is hosting 

Compass: Navigating Multiness, an 
undergraduate three day conference, taking 
place in Spring of 2018 from April 13th 
through the 15th, to further these goals by 
bringing together people both personally and 

academically interested in the Multi experience. Through this conference, 
Multi hopes to transform the way that individuals understand their own 
mixedness, enrich our growing multi community, and foster recognition of our 
increasingly multicultural world. 

Speakers from diverse disciplines will highlight current academic work to 
bring an intellectually engaging lineup. Compass is designed primarily for 
undergraduate students to generate honest conversations and meaningful 
reflection. We will explore the navigation of multiple identities, particularly 
those that are unaddressed or marginalized in mainstream society through 
panels, breakout sessions and shared stories. This conference is open to any 
student who has ever asked “am I authentic enough to claim this identity?” or 
has been asked “what are you / where are you really from?” With Tri-College 
support and in collaboration with other IC groups on Swarthmore’s campus we 
will create the necessary space for the Multi experience to exist independently 
as well as function as a bridge to other mono-cultural narratives. 
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Through our engagement with the greater community we will actively seek 
to include narratives often missed in the echochamber of elite institutions. 
Inviting people from colleges and universities from across the Delaware 
Valley will rekindle old and cultivate new relationships, nurturing emerging 
undergraduate clubs centered around the mixed experience. In this 
conference alumni-student interaction brings the conversation beyond college 
while generating the interface of generations and reflecting on how multiness 
has changed in the 21st century. 

Compass: Navigating Multiness will utilize a thoughtfully planned 
schedule of events, meals and both facilitated and unfacilitated social spaces 
to cohesively bring together the conference to create a transformative 
experience. Though not everyone has a Multi experience, the Multi experience 
impacts us all. Our conference will focus on relationships, recognizing that 
living in-between affects how we interact, how we grow and how we establish 
our multiness in new and old communities.

As the inaugural conference hosted by Swarthmore College dedicated to 
the mixed race experience, Compass will be a testament to our continued 
commitment to diversity and inclusion. This conference will deeply 
interrogate the complexities of diversity across the hierarchies of race, culture 
and academia. Bringing together communities within the Tri-College sphere 
as well as among institutions across the Delaware Valley will further our goal 
of raising up voices otherwise overlooked. This is an unparalleled opportunity 
to affirm, express and celebrate the importance of the Multi experience along 
with the existence of student groups and support. We strongly believe this 
project will engage the Swarthmore student body, solidifying Multi’s place on 
campus for years to come, and providing an important foundation for future 
conversations and collaboration.
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N A V I G A T I N G  M U L T I N E S S

FRIDAY, April 13
Time

11:00 AM

1:30 PM

2:30 PM

3:00 PM

5:00 PM

7:30 PM

8:30 PM

Location

Parrish Parlors

Sci 101

Scheuer Atrium

Upper Tarble

NPPR Courtyard 
and Balcony

NPPR Patio

Event 

Check-In & Welcome

Opening Remarks

Coffee Break

Session 1

SAO x HAPA x Multi Dinner

Mocktail Hour

Open Mic Night feat. 
Noel Quiñones ‘15

Schedule 
at a 

Glance
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SATURDAY, April 14
Time

8:00 AM

8:00 AM

8:30 AM

10:30 AM

11:00 AM

12:30 PM

1:30 PM

3:30 PM

 
4:45 PM

5:45 PM

6:45 PM

10:00 PM 

Time

10:00 AM

11:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

Location

Parrish Parlors: East

Parrish Parlors: West

Outside Sci 101

Sci 101

Upper Tarble

LPAC

LPAC Lobby

Scheuer Room

Upper Tarble

Upper Tarble

Location

Upper Tarble

Upper Tarble

Upper Tarble

Amphitheatre

Event 

Check-In & Welcome

Breakfast

Session 2

Alumni Meet and Greet Coffee Break

Alumni Panel

SQU x Colors x Multi Lunch

Session 3 
(*GET OUT showing will start at 1:15 PM)

Keynote Speaker: A Conversation with
Junot Diaz

Book Signing and Reception

Open Space Synthesis

ENLACE x SOCA x Multi Dinner

Compass Conference Party

Event 

SASS x Multi Brunch

Closing Remarks

Club Sustainability Workshop

Ice Cream Social 

SUNDAY, April 15
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Workshop Sessions
FRIDAY, April 13
    3:00 PM SESSION 1: FINDING MULTINESS

Scheuer Room

Upper Tarble

Defining Multiness
Facilitated by Lammia Makkar ‘21 and Alyssa Ogle ‘21

In this session, closed to only students registered for the 
conference, we will move back and forth between facilitator 
and participants, defining Multiness for ourselves and as a 
group while appreciating the history of race and ethnicity 
in the United States that serves as our context. There will be 
opportunities to share experiences, validate each other’s reality, 
and think about the ways that a multiple identity undermines 
social fictions and problematizes stereotypes. We will also talk 
about the importance of naming our own reality, collective 
identity, the uniqueness trap, and the importance of language.  
Finally, there will be time and space for thinking together about 
creative interventions in conversations with professors, fellow 
students, family and co-workers.
 

Interracial Relationships (Open to all)
Facilitated by the Diversity Peer Advisors (DPAs)

This dynamic session combines storytelling with discussion as 
we explore many different types of Interracial Relationships. 
Acknowledging that interracial relationships go beyond those 
with romantic partners, members of the Swarthmore community 
will share their experiences with interracial relationships in 
the workplace, with family, between friends, and with romantic 
partners. Then, we’ll delve into the nuances of each and share 
in small group discussions for each “category” of relationship, 
so you can circulate between discussions and participate if or 
when feels right for you. 



Kohlberg 228

Diversity Peer Advisors (DPAs)
Founded in 2015, the Diversity Peer Advisor (DPA) Program consists 
of student leaders who contribute to the goal of an inclusive 
campus community by educating about and promoting awareness 
of diversity and social justice. The DPA Program has grown since 
its inception to 16 DPAs, who support Swarthmore students in the 
residence halls and around campus. Throughout the school year, 
the DPAs offer programming, guidance, and support around topics 
of diversity, inclusion, and social justice.

SISA Workshop (Open to all)
Facilitated by Keyana Ortiz-Cedeno ‘19  and Julia Wakeford ‘18 from 
Swarthmore Indigenous Student Association (SISA)

In this workshop SISA will be drawing from personal, 
historical, and contemporary political narratives in order 
to discuss how blood quantum politics guide societal and 
political understandings of legitimacy for Native Americans. 
Drawing from our own identities will explore topics such as the 
complexities within different multiracial Native communities 
which dictate dating and marriage preferences, and how Blood 
Quantum Politics and the One Drop Rule work against each 
other to deny black Natives tribal citizenship and social capital 
in both black and Native settings.

Swarthmore Indigenous Student Association
SISA is a student organization at Swarthmore College made up of 
Native American and Indigenous students internationally. We offer 
support and programing to celebrate our wide array of heritages.

13
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McCabe 
Atrium &
2nd Floor
(on Display 
until
May 6)

Scheuer Room

Laura Kina Artist Talk and Reception: Champuru (Open to all)

“Champuru” features new paintings and textile works by 
Chicago artist Laura Kina that explore diasporic and mixed 
identity and document her return journeys to her ancestral 
homeland of Okinawa, Japan. The show also includes work that 
traces her family’s plantation and military history in Hawai’i. 
The title “Champuru” refers to an iconic Okinawan stir-fry dish 
which Kina uses as a metaphor in her still-life and landscape 
travel watercolors portraying a mix of sacred, domestic, tourist, 
and militarized zones—such as her auntie’s indigenous kitchen 
god altar to Hinukan or cheerful bowls of taco rice and goya 
(bitter melon) champuru with SPAM next to paintings of a glass 
cylinder and shattered window and that fell in December 2017 
from US military helicopters from Futenma Marine Corps 
base onto a neighboring elementary school playground and 
nursery school roof. Kina’s colorful hybrid quilt paintings 
take inspiration from Hawaiian kapapohopoho (crazy quilts). 
Using patterns to tell stories, they offer intimate, intermixed, 
and conflicted perspectives to the history of US colonialism and 
military occupation in Okinawa and Hawaii.
 
A collection of Laura Kina’s recent scholarly publications, 
exhibition catalogs, and book cover illustrations will also be on 
display at Swarthmore’s McCabe Library.

Multiracial Microaggressions & Monoracism
Facilitated by Professor Ouyang Bryant

In this closed workshop we shall briefly acquaint ourselves 
with the 5-part multiracial microaggression classification 
framework coined by Johnston and Nadal. Participants will 
recount multiracial microaggressions directed toward them 
in their own experiences, reflect on how they relate to the 
5-category framework, and discuss these experiences and 
possible reactions with each other. There will also be a “skit” 
activity in which participants enact situations of multiracial 
microaggressions. Lastly, participants will make large visuals 
of all these microaggressions for a gallery walk.

SATURDAY, April 14
                8:30 AM SESSION 2: UNDERSTANDING MULTINESS
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Kohlberg 228

Professor Lei Ouyang Bryant
Lei Ouyang Bryant is an ethnomusicologist with teaching and 
research interests in music, culture, and performance in East Asia 
(primarily China, Japan, and Taiwan) and Asian America. Her research 
examines issues of music and memory, identity, politics, race and 
ethnicity, popular culture, and social justice. Research projects 
include music and memory in the Chinese Cultural Revolution, 
Race and Performance in Asian American musical theatre, and 
social justice and taiko drumming in the American Midwest. Bryant 
recently joined the Department of Music & Dance at Swarthmore 
College where she is currently teaching “Music, Race, and Class” and 
co-directing the Chinese Music Ensemble. She previously taught at 
Skidmore College (2006-2017) and Macalester College (2004-2006). 
Bryant self-identifies as multiracial Asian American and Chinese-
Australian-Minnesotan. You can find Bryant’s CV and published 
work at academia.edu.

Visibility and the Multiracial Aesthetic (Open to all)
Facilitated by Professor Sangina Patnaik

From “exotic other” to the future of America (“Someday we’ll 
all look like you!”), multiracial bodies occupy vexed cultural 
territory. How does art confirm, contradict, or reinvent new 
kinds of legibility for multiracial identities?  Drawing upon 
contemporary media and ad campaigns as well as art and 
cultural productions, we’ll engage the politics-- and creative 
possibilities-- of multiracial and transcultural aesthetics.

Professor Sangina Patnaik
Sangina Patnaik is Assistant Professor of English Literature at 
Swarthmore College. She teaches and researches in global modernist 
literature, law, and human rights. Her book project, What We Owe, 
intervenes in both literary and legal accounts of the twentieth 
century to offer a new genealogy for human rights.  More broadly, 
her research shows how art makes visible the ethical boundary 
between persons who are legible to the social order (and thus able 
to assert rights or claim protections) and those who are not.  In what 
ways do race, gender, socioeconomic, and cultural difference made 
some bodies more valuable than others--even in an age of universal 
human rights?  And how can literature disrupt or undo the terms of 
this inequality?
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Sci L26

Sci 101

Scheuer Room

Authenticity, Code-Switching and Being Enough

When interacting with the identities we call our own it is often 
easy to wonder whether we really are a part of our own ‘people’. 
Who judges the authenticity of our multi-heritaged identities? Is 
the pressure we feel to validate ourselves as belonging internal 
or external? What are the effects of code-switching between our 
multiple identities given our environment? This workshop will 
take place as a fishbowl discussion, where 4 individuals will sit 
in the centre of a circle to share their ideas and experiences, then 
get up to open their spot to an observer from the outer circle. This 
allows each individual to participate and share at their own will.

LION - Movie Screening (Open to all)

Saroo, an Indian boy adopted to an Australian couple, uses 
memories of his hometown geography with new Google Earth 
technology to find his lost family and finally return to his 
first home. We selected this movie because we feel it furthers 
Compass’ themes, exploring how identity and origin intersect, 
as well as questioning how race exists in a family context. 
Understanding transracial adoption as a multiracial experience 
is an opportunity to interrogate a conventional understanding 
of multiraciality, one often inextricably linked to biological 
essentialism.

1:30 PM SESSION 3: CULTIVATING MULTINESS

Agency, Allyship & Advocacy (Open to all)
Facilitated by Ben Hughes (Haverford College)

“My desire to better understand how I exist in the world compels 
me to listen deeply to how my existence impacts others, and ask 
questions that help them make sense of their own experience.”

How might our ability to articulate our needs constitute agency? 
When allyship is based in deep listening, how does that change 
who can participate in it? How might asking open and honest 
questions better equip us for advocacy? During this workshop, we 
will explore these questions by giving participants opportunities 
to locate themselves across a landscape of identities, practice 
deep listening to each others experiences, and create space for 
each other through open and honest questions.  



Kohlberg 228

Ben Hughes
Ben grew up in Forest Park, Georgia, just outside of Atlanta. He went 
to public school throughout my K-12 experience, graduating from 
Forest Park High School. For undergrad, Ben went to Bates College, 
in Lewiston, Maine, where he majored in Philosophy. At Haverford, 
Ben is the Director of Programming and Assessment for Diversity, 
Access, and Community Engagement; and Associate Director of the 
Office of Multicultural Affairs. His work centers around creating and 
facilitating opportunities to for the community to engage with and 
across identities. Some of Ben’s favorite albums are The Shape of 
Jazz To Come by Ornette Coleman, The Trouble Man Soundtrack by 
Marvin Gaye, channel ORANGE by Frank Ocean, and Coming Home 
by Leon Bridges.

Outing, Otherness & Erasure
Facilitated by Professor Piper Sledge (Bryn Mawr College) and 
Professor Daniel Laurison 

In this workshop we will explore the overlap and differences 
in experiences of multiracial and transgender/ gender 
nonconforming individuals. Specifically, we will work 
through the processes of coming out and navigating the social 
interactions that result from decisions about non/disclosure 
about our identities. We will explore sociological theories of 
race and gender as a means by which to begin to make sense 
of experiences that exists betwixt and between the taken for 
granted social categories of identity.

Professor Piper Sledge
Piper Sledge is an Assistant Professor of Sociology at Bryn Mawr 
College, where she is involved in both the Gender and Sexuality 
Studies Program and the Health Studies Program. Professor Sledge’s 
research and teaching interests incorporate a focus on gender, 
sexuality, race, and embodiment. In particular, Professor Sledge is 
concerned with the experiences of individuals who live their lives 
in the borderlands of gender and race categories. Her current 
book project is on the impact of normative ideologies of gender on 
medical interactions in the treatment of breast and gynecological 
cancers. In addition, Professor Sledge is working on project focused 
on increasing diversity within major scientific disciplines. 

Professor Daniel Laurison
Daniel Laurison is an Assistant Professor of Sociology in the Sociology 
& Anthropology Department at Swarthmore College. His research 
and teaching are on social class (in the US and the UK), inequality, 
American politics, and class inequalities in political participation. 
He’s also the incoming chair of Sociologists for Trans Justice, and 
a trans man who’s worked in trans*, queer, and feminist organizing.
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Authenticity, Code-Switching and Being Enough

When interacting with the identities we call our own it is often 
easy to wonder whether we really are a part of our own ‘people’. 
Who judges the authenticity of our multi-heritaged identities? Is 
the pressure we feel to validate ourselves as belonging internal 
or external? What are the effects of code-switching between our 
multiple identities given our environment? This workshop will 
take place as a fishbowl discussion, where 4 individuals will 
sit in the centre of a circle to share their ideas and experiences, 
then get up to 
open their spot to an observer from the outer circle. This allows 
each individual to participate and share at their own will.

GET OUT - Movie Screening *starts at 1:15 PM (Open to all)

Chris Washington, a talented young African American 
photographer, meets his Caucasian girlfriend Rose Armitage’s 
parents in their Lake Pontaco home, but quickly encounters 
troubling behaviour. We hope this movie can start a discussion 
about daily micro-aggressions, our relationships with others as 
multi individuals and how to handle uncomfortable encounters.

12:00 PM

Club sustainability Workshop

The Club Sustainability Workshop is a session for current clubs 
dedicated to the Multiracial experience as well as students 
looking to start a club on their campus around Multiness. Here 
we will use the 18 year history of Multi at Swarthmore as a 
starting point to discuss strategies to sustain and build up a multi 
affinity club as well as common obstacles that our group has 
faced in the past. From this workshop we also hope to find ways 
to stay connected as a Multi community across our respective 
campuses and continue cultivating the conversations and 
relationships that begin at the Compass Conference.

Sci L26

Sci 101

Upper Tarble

18
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Meals
All of the conference meals are hosted in collaboration with other affinity groups 
on campus to explore how multiraciality maps onto these other identities. 

SAO x HAPA x Multi Dinner 
Join SAO (Swarthmore Asian Organization) and Hapa for a casual dinner to connect with 
students and mentors in the APIA community. We hope to form relationships between 
members of Multi and APIA groups. We’ll have popsicle sticks with a wide variety of discussion 
questions on them. Catering will be from Poi Dog, a Hawaiian and Poke Restaurant from Philly.  

SQU x Colors x Multi Lunch
We are working with Swarthmore Queer Union (SQU) and Queer Students of Color (COLORS) 
to dive deeper into the intersections and divergences between these two identity experiences. 
The intersection of multiness and queerness is important because queer people inhabit many 
racial, national, and ethnic groups. Multiple identities with the inclusion of queerness shapes 
a distinct experience of moving through a seemingly binary world. 

ENLACE x SOCA x Multi Dinner 
In collaboration with SOCA and Enlace, the respective Caribbean and Latinx affinity groups 
on campus, we are hosting a dinner  to celebrate the intersectionalities between the two 
identities. The purpose of the event is to help students recognize the many ways in which 
these two identities coexist in the world through food, music, art, and many other cultural 
facets. The dinner is being catered by Inka Wall, a restaurant specializing in Peruvian cuisine. 

SASS x Multi Brunch
The Swarthmore Afro-American Students Society (SASS)seeks to foster and maintain a healthy 
Black community at Swarthmore. We work toward greater representation of Blackness in the 
curriculum as well as among the students, faculty, and staff. SASS will be hosting a conversation 
surrounding multiness within our community through our brunch at Compass: Navigating 
Multiness. We hope to provide students who identify as multi to reflect on their Blackness, 
and the role it has played in their experiences.
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Alumni Panel

Noemí Fernández (Haverford Colege)
Noemí Fernández is an educator and advocate for equity, diversity, and 
inclusion in colleges and universities. Born in Mexico and raised in 
Arizona, she earned degrees from both Williams College the University of 
Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Education. Over the course of her career, 
she has been a Spanish teacher and athletic coach, worked in admissions at 
Wellesley College and the Wharton MBA program, was a graduate assistant 
to both the Penn Women’s Center and La Casa Latina, and at Swarthmore 
College was the Student Wellness Program Manager and advisor to several 
student groups, including Multi. She is currently the Program Manager 
for Haverford College’s Hurford Center for the Arts and Humanities and 
a Deputy Title IX Coordinator. Noemí is an active alumni volunteer for 
Williams. She is an associate class agent, serves as a formal mentor for 
prospective and current students, and is the chair of the Williams Latinx 
Alumni Network executive committee. 

Karima Wilson ‘03
Karima graduated from Swarthmore in 2003. In her freshman year, Karima 
co-founded Multi, along with 3 other freshmen because she wanted a 
space to explore her own biracial identity. Karima was born and raised in 
Birmingham, Alabama by a black father and white mother. She is currently in 
graduate school at the Harvard Graduate School of Education in the Master’s 
program in Specialized Studies. Prior to this year, she has worked for over a 
decade in schools in Houston as a bilingual teacher, assistant principal, and 
then principal. Outside of work, Karima likes to cook, listen to podcasts, and 
practices capoeira.

Yoshi Johnson ‘07
Yoshi currently serves as a Senior Strategist at Hall & Partners, a global brand 
consultancy powered by data and insight. After graduating Swarthmore in 
2008, he volunteered for a presidential campaign in California and Nevada 
before moving to New York City to eventually work in advertising and 
marketing research. At Swarthmore, he worked in Admissions and was a part 
of SASS, Colors, Multi, and Sixteen Feet. He continues to surround himself 
with his chosen family of activists, educators, artists, and weirdos and plays 
dodgeball weekly with Manhattan’s queer sports community, Big Apple Rec.

Facilitated by Noemi Fernández 

The alumni panel will provide perspective of how a Multi identity ebbs and flows in time, in 
different spaces and especially in today’s current political climate. Alumni will speak of there 
involvement or lack thereof with the club during their time and how it has impacted their life 
beyond college. 
Panelists are:



James Mendes Hodes ‘08
James Mendez Hodes is from the Jewlippines. At Swarthmore, he majored 
in religion (mostly Afro-Atlantic) and minored in dance (mostly capoeira 
and kathak) and English literature (mostly poetry). Kind of by accident, he 
invented NinjaGram, which is probably the coolest thing he’ll ever do. At St 
John’s Graduate Institute he earned a master’s degree in Eastern classics. 
Unbelievably, he uses both his degrees every day in his job writing role-
playing game texts. He also studies ninjutsu and translates Homer’s Iliad 
into rap.

Nicole Nfonoyim-Hara ‘08
Nicole is a writer. Raised in New York City, she was born in the Dominican 
Republic with Cameroonian, Afro-Costa Rican, and East Indian parentage. 
Between 2009 and 2013, she wrote for her now retired blog “Mixed Dreams”, a 
site dedicated to critical conversations about mixed-race identity.  Her essay 
“Native Speaker” was published in the anthology Other Tongues: Mixed 
Race Women Speak Out. In 2010, she was widely recognized for her work 
with mixed-race students at Oberlin College and the course she created and 
taught on mixed-race histories and experiences. She has been a presenter 
at the Critical Mixed Race Studies Conference and the MidWest Mixed 
Conference.  She holds a BA in Anthropology/Sociology and Latin American 
Studies from Swarthmore College and an MSc. in Migration Studies from 
the University of Oxford, England. She is a winner of the Loft Literary Center 
Mentor Series 2016-2017 in the Fiction genre and was previously a 2016 
Givens Emerging Writer fellow with the Givens Foundation for African 
American Literature. She lives in Rochester, Minnesota with her husband 
Seth and their daughter Zoraida.

Simon Nin Riccardi Zhu ‘11
Simon was born in Italy of an Italian mother and Chinese father, and grew up 
in New York City from the age of five. He split his grade school years between 
an Italian-American bilingual school and the United Nations International 
School, and graduated from Swarthmore with majors in philosophy and 
economics. He became a naturalized citizen in March of 2013, but five years 
later he’s still figuring out what to make of it -- if anything. Otherwise, Simon 
enjoys yoga, hiking, traveling, learning languages, playing guitar or guqin, 
and - of course - reading. He will start medical school this August.
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Invited Guests
Junot Díaz
Author and Professor

Junot Díaz is a renowned author and 2012 MacArthur 
‘Genius’ recipient, known for his two collections of short 
stories, This is How You Lose Her, and Drown. In 2008, 
Díaz received a Pulitzer Prize for his novel The Brief and 
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao. Among his numerous 
other accolades the most recent include the the Hispanic 
Heritage Award in Literature and an honorary degree 
from Brown University. Currently, Junot holds a position 
as the Rudge and Nancy Allen Professor of Writing and 
Humanistic Studies at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology.

It is an honor to have Junot Díaz as our keynote speaker 
given how his work has been heavily influenced by 
the exploration of his multicultural identity. His own 
experiences of being an immigrant, of being ‘othered’ 
in Cambridge and his relation to Dominican culture are 
all reflected in the characters that bring his three works 
to life. Despite his name recognition and popularity of 
his writing, many readers still do not know of the racial 
complexity written into his pieces reflecting his own 
New Jersey childhood. Compass is excited to welcome 
Junot to Swarthmore and have him share his stories with 
us as we work in this space to write our own.
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Laura Kina
Artist and Professor

Laura Kina is a Chicago based artist who explores the 
experience of Asian-Americans through paint and 
mixed media. Notable exhibits are Uchinanchu, Blue 
Hawai’i, and Hapa Soap Opera, that have been exhibited 
across the country. In addition to her pursuits as an 
artist, she also holds the position of Professor of Art, 
Media, & Design at DePaul University. Laura Kina is also 
the author of two books, War Baby/Love Child: Mixed 
Race Asian American Art, co-authored with Wei Ming 
Dariotis and Queering Contemporary Asian American 
Art, co-authored with Jan Christian Bernabe. Compass 
is excited to present Kina because of her unwavering 
dedication to the exploration of Hapa identity and the 
Asian-American experience.

Noel Quiñones ‘15
Poet and Educator

Noel Quiñones is an AfroBoricua educator, writer, and 
performer born and raised in the Bronx. He has received 
fellowships from Poets House, CantoMundo, and the 
Watering Hole, and his work is forthcoming or published 
in the Latin American Review, LIT HUB, Pilgrimage Press 
& in the Best of Kweli Journal Anthology and ¡Manteca! 
An Anthology of Afro-Latin@ Poets, the first of its kind 
published by Arte Público Press. His performances 
have been showcased on Huffington Post, Vibe, Button 
Poetry, Latina Magazine, Medium & elsewhere. Noel is 
the founder of Project X, a Bronx based arts organization, 
and was most recently named one of New York State’s 
40 Under 40 Rising Latino Stars.
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FAQ
Is this conference for me?
This conference is for undergraduate students immersed in the multiracial experience for anyone who finds 
them selves “switching” between parts of their identity, who feels that short answers cannot accurately por-
tray their background/heritage and for those who haven’t felt at home in a monoracial identity. This conference 
seeks to explore and push the boundaries of multiraciality. In being broadly inclusive we hope to unite in our 
common experiences as Multi folks, rather than divide and fraction off by what we are not. We want to create a 
space for mixed folks to come together, embrace, and share the diversity and fullness of many identities which 
can be otherwise marginalized in a monoracial world. We hope this conference will be a place for the Multi 
community to grow as a whole.

If I don’t identify as Multi can I still register?
We hope to cultivate an affinity space for people who do identify as Multi to celebrate and explore their multi-
ness. Therefore if you do not identify as Multi, we ask that you do not register (we have a limited amount of spots 
available). That being said there will be plenty of events open to the public throughout the conference. You do 
not need to register for these workshops and events, and we would absolutely love to have a diversity of folks to 
learn, listen and think about Multiness in a broader Multi/non-Multi context.

What is/isn’t provided?
If you need housing accommodations we will be having Multi club members hosting other students. There are 
additional questions in the registration form pertaining to housing to help us match you as best we can with one 
of our students. In addition, there is the nearby Swarthmore Inn and other hotels in the area where rooms can 
be booked. The scheduled meals will be provided for registrants as a part of the Compass Conference. Transpor-
tation is up to the Conference attendees, but contact us if you would like to know about transportation options 
or have questions about getting here. If getting here is a barrier please be in touch, we do not want that to be the 
reason you cannot come!

Where can I park?
Parking is available to visitors in Ben West (bottom of campus), DuPont (top of campus) and Cunningham (by the 
train station) parking lots. They can be confusing to get to and the parking lot you should choose differs if you 
are planning on leaving the vehicle on campus during the conference or commuting and parking for the day. In 
short, if you are driving be in touch and we can help direct you.

Can I climb the trees?
Don’t climb the trees! Swarthmore’s campus doubles as an arboretum, where trees and plants reign. Climbing 
trees can result in fines… or injury… or death!!!

 What is the dress code?
Casual wear is fine for the conference during the day. If anything the Keynote address and dinner may be busi-
ness-casual. There is also free time at night and a party, so if it behooves you bring going out clothes!

Should I bring money?
In terms of Compass, everything you need will be provided. If you wish to purchase food or anything else beyond 
what is provided you may want to bring extra cash. You know yourself best, so prepare as needed. There is a 
campus store by the Swarthmore Inn and some small shops in the Ville if you wish to purchase Swarthmore par-
aphernalia or forget to bring something, but the town of Swarthmore is not as bustling a college-town as many 
other areas.

What accomodations does Swarthmore have?
Swarthmore has accessible paths and all buildings are to ADA code. There are also gender neutral bathrooms in 
every building that Conference events will be happening at. If you need more assistance please contact us.



Thanks to Just&
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Bianca Nasser is a queer, Asian-Arab-American, product 
strategist, writer, and educator living in Los Angeles, 
California. Her work investigates the intersections of 
digital media, participatory culture, and communication 
design in relationship to the design and maintenance of 
racialized social systems in the United States. Currently, 
she uses a research through design approach to develop 
products, services, and experiences that center multiracial 
perspectives. Her work Just& is a political statement in the 
form of a physical/digital toolkit that gives multiracial 
identifying individuals ways to navigate their externally 
perceived racial identity. Just& highlights the powerful 
role that language and communication play in developing 
multiracial representation, agency, and solidarity. Bianca 
has an M.A. in Media Design Practices from the ArtCenter 
College of Design, Pasadena and her B.A. in Communication 
from the University of Southern California. She is also the 
co-founder / co-organizer of the Antiracist Classroom, an 
initiative to counteract racism and white supremacy in 

design education and practice. 

justand.co
http://antiracistclassroom.com/

twitter: @lifewithbianca
email: hi.biancanasser@gmail.com
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Cultivating our Multi community is important to us, 
we would love to stay in touch to continue this work!

#Compass2k18
www.facebook.com/SwatMulti/

swatmulti@gmail.com


